Laminam is suitable for both interior and exterior applications.

Building Industry / Interior Design

Laminam—the first ever
large format slab with a thickness of
just 3mm (3.5mm reinforced).

wall and floor covering, partitioning, false ceilings,
surface finishing and restoration, glued on facades,
insulated walls and clean rooms.

Furnishing
kitchen splash-backs, bathrooms, doors, tables and
furnishings in general.

“It is an aesthetically innovative
surface with exceptional technical
performance; a real skin for
contemporary architecture, an
epochal innovation that has
revolutionised the way of dressing
spaces and volumes.”

For further information and brochures please contact:
Melbourne
Plastral Pty Ltd
370 Darebin Road
Thornbury
VIC 3071
(03) 9490 0111

Sydney
Plastral Pty Ltd
130 Denison Street
Hillsdale
NSW 2036
(02) 9695 3200

Queensland
Plastral Pty Ltd
Unit 7/112 Cullen Ave West
Eagle Farm QLD 4009
(07) 3623 2455

SA / NT
Designer Surfaces P/L
755A Port Road
Woodville
SA 5011
(08) 8347 2833

Shipbuilding Industry
Healthcare / Hospital and Medical sector
Laminam is suitable for bonding to other materials and cutting into
several sizes with great accuracy in order to meet any design need.









Chemical resistant.
Wear resistant.
Frost resistant.
Fire resistant.
Hygienic surface.
UV Stable & weatherable
Eco-friendly and recyclable.
Weighs 7.5kg/sqm

Stock is available in 3m x 1m x 3.5mm
Some finishes are also available 1m x 1m and 1m x 500mm

Café Vue—
Melbourne Airport
(COLLECTION Neve/Nero)

Sacred Heart School—Kew
(COLLECTION Nero)

Jessie Street Centre —NSW
(COLLECTION—Nero)

Crowne Casino Hotel-ACT
BRC Lift Interiors
(FILO Argento)

Nandos —QLD
(Oxide—Nero)

Star City Casino—NSW
(combination of finishes and colours)

Star City Casino—NSW
(OXIDE—7mm Moro)

Eureka Tower -Melbourne VIC
Floor & Wall Coverings (COLLECTION)

Village Pharmacy—SA
Sketch Nero

Loretto College—VIC
Blend Avorio

Private home (Hindmarsh Island)—SA
Oxide Nero

Shades—Chadstone VIC
Sketch Nero

Oxide Grigio—Your Abode

Showcase Jewellers -VIC
Filo Ghisa
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Texture patterns on large surfaces for new “look and feel” experiences.
The wide sizes and the applied decors give a perception of freshness to the Metropolis project and make it the
perfect tool to define large architectonic spaces. The manifold hues are brought out to offer designers vast
creative possibilities, daring matches to see and touch. Several solutions can be devised by combining the
aesthetical and technical potentialities of Metropolis project with those of the other Laminam projects.
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A new way to think big.
Thanks to its unique features, Sketch is the right product to express one’s creativity and forward-thinking.
The woody grains of Sketch, synthesized by simple strokes, do not merely intend to emulate the surface of
wood. Indeed, they aim at being an instrument for carrying out ideas with no boundaries.
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The reproduced chromatic spectrum is wide, since colour, in the Collection project, plays a
basic role in the architectural description of spaces and volumes. The Collection project is not
a mere covering, it is an idea for designing and decorating places and for planning interiors
and exteriors. It is also a stimulating matter that prompts to creating and clothing new objects
and furnishing accessories.

The Jungle project draws its inspiration from the banana-tree leaf, introducing itself among the most important
design trends in a provocative way, thanks to Laminam’s interpretation, and giving manifold ideas for unique
projects and fulfillments. Jungle is the further evidence of Laminam’s run, thanks to its innovative production
technology in the field of new materials research and development.
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Blend is the expression of flexibility and versatility. Inspired by cement, the speckled graphics confers a
special full-empty visual effect. The surface is thus extremely material whilst not being characterised by
roughness of a texture. The marked transversal nature of this product makes it perfect for both the
world of interior design as well as for the exterior cladding of buildings.

Through a unique layering technology, the surfaces of Oxide reproduce the effect of oxidised metal
which reacts to the atmospheric agents, the sun and the passage of time. The material and chromatic
depths help create new refined 3D effects for a total look in designing interiors and exteriors in any style,
from the most classic to the most extreme.
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Technology and research into material and style have led to an amazing texture, stemming from the image
of a glistening wire continually twisted to form a woven pattern, a shiny metallic surface. The visual and
tactile effect of Filo confounds the observer in an amazing play of lights that is attractive and at the same
time astonishing.

A unique collection that guarantees the same performance on large size of the most common natural materials, to
provide engineers and designers unexplored possibilities in the realization of projects of great architectural
importance. Divided into three classes, it faithfully reproduces the technical essence and aesthetics of material
from which it draws inspiration, revealing textures with high technological value.

Colours:
a)
Bronzo
b)
Ghisa
c)
Argento
d)
Oro
e)
Brina
f)
Pece
g)
Mercurio
h)
Rame

R9
Colours:
a)
Travertino Avorio
b)
Crema Marfil
c)
Basalto Vena Scura
d)
Basalto Vena Chiara
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Of all of the Laminam surfaces, Tredi is the most technical par excellence: owing to its excellent anti
-grip performance it has the highest specific classification. The in-depth speckled structure ensures
maximum stability and safety and gives the slab a thickness effect that recalls the weft of a fabric.
Perfect for swimming pools, spas, gyms, laboratories and industrial kitchens.
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